
A Pathway Toward Spiritual Transformation

“ A spiritual retreat that opens 
doors toward responsible  
change and transformation!”

How the alchemy of art & spirituality can help lead the way!
The Art of Soul Care Retreat is designed to address soulful searches for 
meaning by converging art and spirituality as a means to open doors 
toward responsible change and transformation. It truly is a pathway to joy!

Who am I? Addressing the question in everyone’s heart.
As we consider how chaotic and busy the world is, nurturing a wholesome 
spiritual life has become an extremely important necessity for healthy 
leadership. As we face life’s most demanding questions: Who am I? And, 
who am I called to become? These questions intersect with other deep 
questions: What do I believe? What do I value? What is my purpose? And, 
what are my challenges? How do we navigate these journeys so that we may 
hear the voice of the soul clearly?

A Pastoral Theology and the Arts for the 21st Century.
Coming together with other open-minded seekers, participants will look 
deeply into the nature of these questions, brainstorming, praying and 
meditating their meaning. Time and space is given to allow the language of 
the soul – imagery – to express itself creatively, and artistically. Witnessing 
and sharing play an important role in these discoveries as well. The end 
result is a promise toward spiritual renewal. However one of the greatest 
challenges to our spiritual development must first be identified. 

This retreat illuminates the nature of this lurking danger, and its profound 
effect it can have on our lives.            See over...

Six Part Series

Dates:  March 6, 13, 20, Break,  
April 3, 10, 17

Time: 9:30am - 4 pm. Includes lunch.

Address:  The Galilee Centre  
398 John St N, Arnprior, ON

Cost: $280.00* (includes art supplies!)

*   Suggested reading not included. Kathleen 
Norris: Acedia & me: Marriage, Monks 
and a Writer’s Life. Purchased separately, 
by the start of the retreat if  possible.



To register
email: info@galileecentre.com
or call (1) 613-623-4242

The Art of Soul Care: Retreats
ACEDIA ~ The Soul Thief

In today’s world many are suffering with feelings of disconnect, anxiety, and 
stress. Symptoms of a soul disease are not always evident, or even made conscious, 
and yet may be having a profound effect on our lives, our relationships, and our 
purpose.  The Art of Soul Care Retreat is a tried method of theological reflection, 
designed to address some of the most serious dangers that can affect the soul.

Special attention is given to an ancient malaise named in the days of early 
monasticism. The ‘noon-day demon’ eventually became known as acedia: absence 
of care. Vivianne LaRiviere names acedia as The Soul Thief and believes it is fast 
becoming the spiritual malaise of the twenty-first century.

The problem is not only about naming acedia for ourselves but to also recognize 
this malaise and how it may affect our lives. Acedia can rob us of our beauty, our 
imagination, and of our most intimate relationship with the Divine Mystery. A 
companion text is suggested for the retreat – Kathleen Norris’ bestseller: Acedia & 
me: A Marriage, Monks, and a Writer’s Life.

retreats

Why this retreat is so popular!

As we are called to serve the world, we must care for our souls. 
This retreat provide the opportunity to look deep within, and 
to address the greatest of life’s questions, shining the light 
on the nature of some of our deepest challenges. Providing 
us with the means in which to heal, and lay the groundwork 
toward responsible change and transformation!

What you will take away:
• A renewed sense of self and purpose 

•  A greater understanding of your beliefs, values,  
and challenges

•  A deeper awareness of who you are called to become

Your facilitator

Vivianne LaRiviere, spiritual arts practitioner, educator, and multi-media artist holds a 
Masters of Pastoral Studies, a Masters of Theological Studies, and is a Doctoral Candidate 
in her final year of a Doctorate of Ministry Program. Additionally, she holds a diploma 
in Recording Arts Management, and is a Reiki Master. Vivianne honours her Indigenous 
ancestry, and is a drum maker and carrier. As a facilitator, Vivianne brings decades of 
experience working with the convergence of art and spirituality, noting the language of 
symbols and metaphors as an extremely powerful tool, which can open the portals toward 
healing and transformation. Her special skill set helps determine what lays beyond the 
image on the page, invoking a responsible conversation with your authentic self: your soul.

Who am 
I called to 
become?

Who am I?Who Am I?


